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I would be pleased to continue my support of your Journal.   

 

Joyce Simard 
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everyone else can. People are like that as well.” 
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   Author 
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From: Gerontology & Geriatrics Research <editor.jggr@omicsinc.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 at 3:11 AM 

To: Joyce Simard <joycesimard@earthlink.net> 

Subject: Confirmation as an EB Member 

 

Dear Dr.  Joyce Simard, 

Greetings from our Journal of Gerontology & Geriatrics Research 

Hope you are doing well 

Thank you for your constant support towards the success of Journal. 

It’s a great pleasure to express our indebtedness to the eminent experts like you who are serving the prestigious role as an 

Editorial Board member for our esteemed journal. 

In order to increase the Journal visibility among the scientific community, we are hereby “Reforming the Editorial 

Board” of the Journal.  So I request you to send an acceptance and confirmation mail to continue to be a part of 

honourable Editorial Board or else you may withdraw the Editorial board membership by sending a confirmation email. 

  

We have also come up with new initiative to publish the Editorial Board member’s Research interest & work contribution 

towards the scientific field in the form of power point presentation (PPT), freely. This presentation should contain at the 
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minimum of 5-7 slides consisting of your basic research interest, your views/thoughts and further message and it should 

be useful to the students, scholars & scientific community. 

  

We will make this presentation accessible in our journals if you give your consent. 

  

We will look forward to receive your response within 48 hours. 

  

Wishing a long lasting scientific relationship for the benefit of the scientific community 

  

Best wishes 

  

Regards 

Katie Flores 

Journal of Gerontology & Geriatrics Research 

  


